Company & mission

the headoffices

Mission
Apply IT and electronics to the control of motion, process and operating logic in plant and machinery. Concentrate on
listening to customers and perceiving their spoken and unspoken needs through a positive, constructive behaviour.
Create a partnership strategy with customers and suppliers to promote common opportunities for growth, in a
continuous search for customer satisfaction and supplying a tangible competitive advantage.
Company
Thirty-five years' experience has given QEM in-depth know-how into producing added value for its customers through
the design, engineering and production of controllers, software and services for machine automation, in standard or
custom-built solutions. QEM acts as a technical partner for its customers, capable of proposing the best, most effective
solution through innovation, flexibility and high technological content, at the lowest cost. To achieve this objective, QEM
places its customers at the centre of each step in a project: from specification analysis through to manufacturing,
maintaining this close collaboration during aftersales, in order to ensure full support and continuous improvement.
Training
QEM works with Universities and Research Laboratories in training its technical staff towards achieving specialist
excellence in their specific fields. What's more it offers customers a range of training courses where programmers can
learn how to make best advantage of QEM software development environments and high level programming, thereby
offering programmers the means to achieve maximum autonomy in sophisticated programs that could never be
conceived in ladder or similar languages.
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Camming
Axis interpolation
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FUZZY logic

1999

Production of Qmove
compact and combined
versions with
b/w lcd hmi

1998

Introduction of Qpanel
programming environment

1996

Introduction of Qmove
programming environment
Qmove modular
multiple axis system

1992

Specialist
CAD-CAM
software

Inauguration of actual
headquarters
International patent for
camming system

1991

Two-axis interpolation
positioner
Positioner with
epicycloid acceleration

1990

Linear flying cut
positioner

1986

Single axis positioner
with trapezoidal
acceleration

1985

Production of digital
microprocessor meters

1983

Production of electronic
pulse counters
International patent
for anti-vibtation
connection

1977
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Qem is founded
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Quality in our products
The QEM production process focuses great attention on quality in product and production methods and compliance to
standards. QEM carries out extensive trials, with functional tests and quality assessments to ISO9001 standards before
proceeding with any product validation.
Our in-depth experience and use of leading-edge technology reduces “ time to market”to a minimum without
compromising on product quality. Quality Electronic Manufacturing - a genuine way of life.
Quality in our human resources
The true players behind QEM's success are its staff, who are capable of creating added value in every project.
QEM products encompass the result of over thirty-five years' experience in hardware engineering with level best
robustness and duration, enhanced by software reliability and flexibility.
In addition to motion control, our know-how and experience is applied to a wide range of very diverse industrial processes.
Quality in our service

2012

Low-cost CANopen
modules
Software for remote
control & scada
networks
High-speed 6-asix
interpolation

2011

GPRS & UMTS modem
for remote assistance

2010

Ethernet + Ethercat

2009

Production of the new
Qpanel+

2008

Introduction of the
Qmove+ family

2007

Production of Colour
Touch Screen displays

2006

Profile Importer for
downloading CAD files
from PC

2005

Implementation of
modbus and CANopen

2004

WEB and GSM remote
assistance service

2003

Introduction of Qmove
micro range

2002

DC motor actuators

Total machine functionality is a minimum requisite in QEM objectives.
Easy to use interfaces, comprehensive diagnostics offering marked reductions in technical assistance, prompt answer
times to problems and modifications, a highly qualified technical staff with specialist expertise in mechatronics
applications. These are all key factors in the Qem work method when offering customer service and are all elements
contributing towards the prestige of “made in Italy”.

High speed and
performance linear and
orbital flying cut

2001

Quality, quality and quality

the work place
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Hardware & software

High quality hardware

Our technoloty and organisation
QEM is a benchmark for leading-edge controls in both standard and custom-built solutions for all industrial sectors, especially
when product reliability is paramount. Our constant search for excellence, the best, is based on the belief that we can satisfy the
needs of tomorrow's world with continuous investments in our products.
The research & development, design & engineering, production and quality control departments all employ highly motivated and
qualified specialist staff. This has enabled QEM to gain a highly respected standing for its vast range of hardware and software
solutions delivered to all kinds of industrial sectors

Motion controllers
This product range comprises PLC motion controllers, HMI's, I/O modules and combined HMI controllers. The programming
environments offer a series of devices and tasks (e.g. electrical shaft, coordinate sorting, wire feed, etc) to enable rapid
application development.
Multi-panel meters
A vast range of panel meters capable of satisfying all of the most common automation requirements. This product family
includes: encoder count meters, positioners, speed meters, product meters, time meters, pulse counters, electrical shafts,
linear or orbital flying cuts, etc. QEM also designs and engineers custom hardware and software for these products.
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Design & engineering

Delivering quality

Programming environments
QEM offers programmers two software development environments:
- Qview for logic and motion control programming, with structured text and ladder- Qview for logic and motion control
programming, with structured text and ladder
- Qpaint for HMI graphics programming
The application software cannot be copied , since QEM does not merely protect it by a simple password, as with most PLC
manufacturers, it applies sophisticated encrypting algorithms, thereby safeguarding its customers' investment and knowhow.

Motion and process control know-how
QEM is a best-of-class developer in the design and engineering of motion control solutions.
Its production of positioners, electrical shaft, camming, linear and orbital flying cut, axis interpolation,
all feature high speed and high precision performance.
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test laboratories

Services

Production control functions
Qem controllers is designed to receive software modules capable of communicating with support and control systems on
M.E.S. platforms requiring lot and serial number traceability, plant maintenance, job scheduling and material tracking.
Turn-key applications
In this dynamic, competitive market, the resources that make the difference for Qem are flexibility, competency and
efficiency.
QEM is well aware that machine constructors sustain considerable costs in aftersales technical assistance and therefore
focuses special attention on making end-users self-sufficient in situation analysis and problem-solving by providing precise
diagnostics.
Accessory automation components
QEM has selected, tried and tested a series of complementary automation components in order to avoid costly time
wasting in ascertaining the compatibility of the elements involved in the same application. If required. these components
can also be supplied directly by Qem.

Vectorial motors

Brushless motors

Stepper motors

Inverters

Brushless drivers

Stepper drivers

Encoders

Length sensors

I/O modules

etc.
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Embedded applications

Our products can use all common industrial fieldbus systems such as CanOpen, Ethernet, Ethercat, Profibus, Device Net,
Modbus, WI-FI, Zigbee etc. that offer technological advantages including data transmission on high speed and resolution
digital cable, as well as practical advantages including simplified cabling and remote connectivity.
Remote assistance, control and management
QEM offers customers two remote communication procedures, by intelligent modem or PC to PC by a LAN or WAN network,
even when protected by firewall. The remote PC is merely used as a data router so there is no need to install the
application software on the PC, as required when using Remote Desktop programs. As a result the Qem system
safeguards the machine constructors technological know-how from copies or modification.
Communication is transmitted in compressed and encrypted algorithms, thereby guaranteeing data security,
confidentiality and savings in communication costs.
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Controller communications
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Over 300’000 machines operate with QEM controllers
Over its thirty-five years of business, QEM has supplied thousands of controllers to machine constructors, either under the
Qem trademark or customer branded.
Our customer satisfaction and the growing ranks of loyal customers are a tangible index to the success QEM has achieved
in its long-term outlook.
Some typical applications for Qem controllers :

Pipe cutting

Glass

Aluminium

Sheet metal

Filling

Aeronautical EMC tests

Wood

Paper

Tool fabrication

Ceramics

Cables

Weighing

Packaging

Food

Bookbinding

Textiles

Pharmaceutics

Blinds

Labelling

Marble & Stone

Bitumen

Footwear

Plastics

Heavy machinery

Coating

Cement

Chemicals
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Water treatment

Iron & steel

Irrigation

QEM s.r.l.
S.S. 11, Signolo, 36 - 36054 Montebello Vic.no - Vicenza - Italy
Tel. +390444440061 - Fax +390444440229
www.qem.it - e-mail: info@qem.it

